Orbitally induced lacustrine cycles in the rift sequences of the Newark Supergroup provide a direct measure of sedimentation rates (S) averaged at the 20 thousand year level. For the Triassic, the basins followed a pattern exemplified by the Newark basin: early fluvial fill, followed by lacustrine deposition where S slowly and exponentially decreased.
These observations suggest a model based on the filling of a trough, the simplest of which is a graben where the volumetric sedimentation rate (V) is constant and extension is uniform. First, S equals subsidence until hydrographic closure. http://www.searchanddiscovery.com/abstracts/html/1988/annual/abstracts/0231d.htm?q=%2BtitleStrip%3Aquantitative +titleStrip%3Astratigraphic+titleStrip%3Amodels+titleStrip%3Arifts+titleStrip%3Abased+titleStrip%3Aorbitally+titleStrip %3Ainduced+titleStrip%3Alake+titleStrip%3Acycles#hit3
